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Chaine YouTube Made By Dyslexia 

Chaine YouTube DyslexicAdvantage  

 

Dyslexic Thinking Skills  (Made By 
Dyslexia) ii 
https://youtu.be/0ppla5oQ8K8 

 

***Intro à la soirée d’appui : Dyslexia 
Awareness Part 1: Module 2 - Dyslexic 
Strengths (à voir avec votre enfant et à 
partager avec la famille, l’école, toute 
personne qui travaillera avec votre 
enfant) 
https://youtu.be/d4VRjQnBoWM 

Dyslexia Awareness Part 1: Dyslexic Strengths Celebrities including Sir Richard Branson, 

Keira Knightley, Orlando Bloom and Maggie Aderin-Pocock join expert teachers from two 

world leading dyslexia schools to share their wisdom and expertise in these inspirational 

Dyslexia Awareness Training films produced  Made By Dyslexia. Millfield School UK and 

Schenck School USA are both pioneers in the field of dyslexia and the first schools in their 

respective countries to successfully support dyslexic students and focus on dyslexic 

strengths. These films have been incorporated into 5 Dyslexia Awareness Training modules 

designed to help teachers, educators and parents understand dyslexia, both its strengths 

and challenges, gain essential knowledge in how to recognise and support it, and create a 

dyslexia inclusive classroom. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLBUsgxhf_otK_qKoZnP0pA
https://www.youtube.com/c/DyslexicAdvantage
https://youtu.be/0ppla5oQ8K8
https://youtu.be/d4VRjQnBoWM
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Dyslexia Awareness Part 1: Module 1 - 
About Dyslexia 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA 

Dyslexia Awareness Part 1: About Dyslexia Celebrities including Sir Richard Branson, Keira 

Knightley, Orlando Bloom and Maggie Aderin-Pocock join expert teachers from two world 

leading dyslexia schools to share their wisdom and expertise in these inspirational Dyslexia 

Awareness Training films produced by Made By Dyslexia. Millfield School UK and Schenck 

School USA are both pioneers in the field of dyslexia and the first schools in their respective 

countries to successfully support dyslexic students and focus on dyslexic strengths. These 

films have been incorporated into 5 Dyslexia Awareness Training modules designed to help 

teachers, educators and parents understand dyslexia, both its strengths and challenges, gain 

essential knowledge in how to recognise and support it, and create a dyslexia inclusive 

classroom. 

 

The Creative Brilliance of Dyslexia | Kate 
Griggs | TEDxBrighton 
 

Sperm Bank  

https://youtu.be/CYM40HN82l4 

Kate Griggs helps us to re-think our perception in dyslexia and to change the way we 

approach learning differences in our day-to-day lives. Kate is passionate about helping the 

world understand dyslexia as a different way of thinking, not a disadvantage. In 2005 Kate 

founded dyslexia charity Xtraordinary People, uniting the UK dyslexia charities and devising 

and leading a high-profile campaign, which culminated in the UK government’s Dyslexia 

Review. Kate was given an award by former Prime Minister Gordon Brown in recognition of 

her campaigning work. This talk was given at a TEDx event using the TED conference format 

but independently organized by a local community. Learn more at https://www.ted.com/tedx 

 

What is Dyslexia?  - Made By Dyslexia 
Made Bydyslexia  

https://youtu.be/gtFKNPrJhJ4 

Hear from some of the world's most successful dyslexics including Orlando Bloom, Keira 

Knightley, Chris Robshaw, and Maggie Aderin-Pocock about dyslexic strengths and thinking 

skills so you can really understand what dyslexia is and why we should celebrate it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgHDQeZ5QuA
https://youtu.be/CYM40HN82l4
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqa1JPM2YxV0U4WF9ETm1jSDZHTTRBTUhHNTlKZ3xBQ3Jtc0trRkEyTi1DdlNuVGFFaFl0cmktRVZGV2dtendraEpTUlNoQTlkRkhwemZkYUJ2QUFuLVozX3FJNkRTbjNBcHZlZ0xIOFhZR29TYWdweUZkanl0VmNkMERCWlZIaGh4ajBGbzdZNzd5ckVUSjBNZFJXRQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ted.com%2Ftedx
https://youtu.be/gtFKNPrJhJ4
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THIS Is Dyslexia by Asma Elbadawi -
Made By Dyslexia  
  

https://youtu.be/qRbOUMjNUno 

Asma Elbadawi is a Sudanese-British spoken word poet, activist, basketball player and a 

coach. She is known to have petitioned and succeeded in convincing the International 

Basketball Association to remove a ban on hijabs and religious headwear in the professional 

sport. 

 

 

Dyslexic? They're not broken | Dr Rosa 
Kwok | TEDxCoventry 
 
“  i would argue that children with dyslexia are born to stand out let's not force them to fit in” 

https://youtu.be/aLYGFt5qiso 

Rosa demystifies the dyslexic mind. She will be demonstrating that we can learn a thing or 

two from these “seemly broken brains”, and revive our perception of dyslexia Rosa's mission 

is to bring evidence-based strategies to the classroom. As a business-minded education 

professional with over 10 years of rigorous laboratory research training and a strong 

publication record in peer-reviewed psychology journals, Rosa brings a unique combination 

of education expertise, client-facing experience, and project management insight to convey 

evidence-based strategies to policy makers and practitioners.  

Rosa is a subject matter expert in issues of literacy development in the monolingual and 

multilingual population. Her current research is focused on the strength profile in children 

with dyslexia and bilingual pupils. Her extensive background in teaching and passion for 

educational psychology allows her to excel at conveying complex scientific concepts to 

audiences of various backgrounds and has led to multiple awards for public speaking, 

business competition, scientific outreach, and scholarly achievements. This talk was given at 

a TEDx event using the TED conference format but independently organized By a local 

community. Learn more at https://www.ted.com/tedx 

 

 

https://youtu.be/qRbOUMjNUno
https://youtu.be/aLYGFt5qiso
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbWdNS3BsamhtT05RVE5kdjV0S0h5NVhGb1UxZ3xBQ3Jtc0ttUldqRF9FblRGZDNhalFmRDd0MXV1NGEyV29xZkxTZ3dGZElJTlRoNUhyblFxcU1vU2ZWWnREbjRwREdGdVEtMnJhaXZEak1uRWh1blYxdFJ5b200dTZHMXhWUkNZV3A1a1pVZ1hfTHFacmYwMjk0VQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ted.com%2Ftedx
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Orlando Bloom - Made By Dyslexia 
Interview 
https://youtu.be/-_ij_ZyDwVI 

Orlando Bloom talks about being Made By Dyslexia and how if you tap into your dyslexic 

thinking...anything is possible. 

 

HRH Princess Beatrice - Made By 
Dyslexia Interview 
https://youtu.be/JrSV-rLaVCA 

In this brilliant interview Princess Beatrice talks to #MadeByDyslexia about her schooldays, 

Dyslexic Strengths, and her passion for creating changes in education. 

 

Jamie Oliver  - Made By Dyslexia 
Interview 
 

https://youtu.be/MMMXtZXLrUA 

Jamie Oliver talks to made by dyslexia.org about his dyslexia and shares personal insights 

and advice. 

Richard Branson talks to Made By 
Dyslexia 
 

https://youtu.be/-OZyXZ__5TU 

Richard Branson talks to Made By Dyslexia and shares his advice on growing up dyslexic and 

turning it into a success. 

 

Keira Knightley OBE - Made By Dyslexia 
Interview 
 

https://youtu.be/-_ij_ZyDwVI
https://youtu.be/JrSV-rLaVCA
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/madebydyslexia
https://youtu.be/-OZyXZ__5TU
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https://youtu.be/OLb6ehPPc4E 

Ses expériences scolaires en tant que dyslexique et l’mmportance de mettre 

l’accent sur les forces de l’enfant. 

 

‘The world needs more dyslexic thinking' 
by Richard Branson – Made By Dyslexia  
 

https://youtu.be/g_D-gKXAdXY 

‘The world needs more dyslexic thinking’ Sir Richard Branson describes how a quote from 

Albert Einstein inspired him and the story behind Virgin. 

 

Sir Jackie Stewart Racing 
Legend #MadeByDyslexia Interview 
https://youtu.be/e7tRMXgdBa0 

Inspiring film with F1 racing legend Sir Jackie Stewart on how his Dyslexic Thinking helped 

make him a Formula1 world champion many times over. And how he's now applying Dyslexic 

Thinking towards finding a cure for dementia 👉 #RaceAgainstDementia 

 

D. SPOT Dyslexic Superpowers - Made 
By Dyslexia 
Podcast – entrevue 3 écoles privées aux EU :  directeurs dyslexiques  

https://youtu.be/AbJtjjAuhtQ 

This is truly inspirational! Find out how 3 brilliant educators, who are dyslexic themselves, 

unleash the Dyslexic Superpowers in their students. And hear how they use their own 

Superpowers in their own jobs every day. The D Spot is a brand new vodcast series that 

boldly redefines dyslexia. We bring together inspirational educators, industry disruptors and 

passionate change-makers, many Made By Dyslexia. We reveal all there is to know about 

dyslexic thinking..and why the world needs more of it right now. Inspiring. Informative. 

Surprising Conversations - Set on creating change. #MadeByDyslexia #DSpot 

#RedefiningDyslexia #Dyslexia 

 

https://youtu.be/OLb6ehPPc4E
https://youtu.be/g_D-gKXAdXY
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/madebydyslexia
https://youtu.be/e7tRMXgdBa0
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/raceagainstdementia
https://youtu.be/AbJtjjAuhtQ
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/madebydyslexia
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/dspot
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/redefiningdyslexia
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/dyslexia
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HRH Princess Beatrice reads 
"Xtraordinary People" - Made By Dyslexia 
children's book 
 

https://youtu.be/h6f8QVnDXfU 

HRH Princess Beatrice reads our brilliant new kids book Xtraordinary People which is written 

to help every dyslexic child discover their #DyslexicSuperpowers! Richard Branson joins her 

to read the forward he has written for the book too. "This brilliant book will help you 

understand the ‘Xtraordinary’ strengths that come with dyslexia. I hope it will inspire to you 

find your talents and chase your dreams.” Richard Branson. Dyslexic people think differently. 

This different way of thinking makes us ‘Xtraordinarily’ good at certain things. This book will 

help you discover the seven different types of ‘Xtraordinary’ People and their ‘superpowers’… 

and discover what yours are too! 

 

 

Why dyslexia is not a disadvantage -  
Made By Dyslexia 
 

https://youtu.be/_nWYz-67P9A 

1 in 10 children are born dyslexic. Their divergent, lateral thinking has created some of the 

world’s greatest inventions, brands and art. 

 

Famous Dyslexics - Oxfordshire Dyslexia 
Association 
 

https://youtu.be/FrOvfIgiDZc 

If you're Dyslexic, you are part of a rather extraordinary bunch of people. Watch this video for 

a spot of inspiration. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/h6f8QVnDXfU
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/dyslexicsuperpowers
https://youtu.be/_nWYz-67P9A
https://youtu.be/FrOvfIgiDZc
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See dyslexia differently - British Dyslexia 
Association 
https://youtu.be/11r7CFlK2sc 

 This animation seeks to preempt misconceptions among young audiences by shedding light 

on the real challenges dyslexic children face whilst also acknowledging their strengths and 

potential.  

 

Dyslexia : A differently wired brain -  
British Dyslexia Association 
https://youtu.be/iI5MptWKD7E 

In this short film we hear different experiences of how people felt about finding out that they 

are dyslexic, and what being dyslexic means to them. 

 

 

Dyslexia : Tapping into the potential | 
Barbara Wirostko (Morelli), MD | 
TEDxBozeman 
 

https://youtu.be/ EsrA8MQD--U 

Barbara Wirostko, an advocate for students, invites us to stand up for students with learning 

differences. Dyslexia gets missed and goes undiagnosed all the time. As a society that is 

able to recognize learning differences, we can tap into the creativity, passion, and skills of 

students with dyslexia and other learning differences. Barbara Wirostko (Morelli) MD, wears 

a lot of hats as a researcher, clinician, entrepreneur, a nonprofit Executive Director, a wife 

and mom. A Professor of Ophthalmology at the University of Utah, SLC, she loves teaching 

and caring for patients. She began her career at Cornell with a BS in Microbiology, completed 

her MD and residency at Columbia University in New York, and a glaucoma fellowship at 

Cornell. Barbara’s expertise is in ophthalmic clinical research, however her purpose has 

expanded beyond medicine. Barbara and her husband, Joseph Morelli MD, started the 

Joseph James Morelli Scholarship, a nonprofit, in memory of their son Joseph James, a 

junior at MSU in 2014. The family has committed to this effort based on the unmet need 

nationally that exists - young adults with learning challenges such as dyslexia still struggle to 

receive accommodations needed to achieve academic success. Barbara lives in Park City 

https://youtu.be/11r7CFlK2sc
https://youtu.be/11r7CFlK2sc
https://youtu.be/iI5MptWKD7E
https://youtu.be/%20EsrA8MQD--U
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with her children and husband and has become an advocate and voice for dyslexia 

awareness. This talk was given at a TEDx event using the TED conference format but 

independently organized by a local community. Learn more at https://www.ted.com/tedx 

 

 

Headstrong Nation: Inside the Hidden 
World of Dyslexia & ADHD - Ben Foss 
https://youtu.be/15nOajd_7mo 

In Headstrong's first film, we provide an overview of dyslexia and attention deficit disorder 

while exploring the brave lives of diverse individuals persevering in a world not designed with 

them in mind. Please visit us at www.headstrongnation.org for additional information, 

inspiration, and support. 

 

What are the Dyslexic M I N D Strengths 
- NoticeAbility 
https://youtu.be/f8ijgzZCjjw?t=21 

In this video, NoticeAbility's Founder & Executive Dyslexia describes the cognitive assets of 

dyslexia. This video, designed for students 10-15 years old, is featured in each of 

NoticeAbility's curricula (Entrepreneurs & Innovators, Engineering & Architecture, and 

Consenses Arts). These assets, outlined in Drs. Brock and Fernette Eide's The Dyslexic 

Advantage: Unlocking the Hidden Potential of the Dyslexic Brain, are the cornerstone of 

NoticeAbility's pedagogy. To access the worksheet and notes mentioned in this video, 

please email support@noticeability.org or visit http://www.noticeability.org to learn more. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbFhYeTFqVEFCTmhwM3prOEd2Um5iNXhJY2J3QXxBQ3Jtc0ttUXJUV2VTdTRwdXc5QV9pZlZQVkQ4Wk13WWRUZG1ZVV9mX1MzcVZ4VE5wM05XWDdRWVVwX19QRDVrc3dWSTdZR1lZTUxzWVhveWc3SC11ajZoMjJTZUZFbXZ0RVJ0Q2VjYVBfTjJBdGRsSXRKWloxdw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ted.com%2Ftedx
https://youtu.be/15nOajd_7mo
https://youtu.be/f8ijgzZCjjw?t=21
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbUlGQ1B4SXJjMHVEQmVOa0U5NWRWU2UyQ2hzd3xBQ3Jtc0tueHpReTkxZUZtWWI0NXZNWDJPQTNpbU1NRHdfVmdGbUpreXJTTkxrU3JOSEhHQk12OHk0eXVjZ2VFX1ZyLXhQVE8zOW1CajZWRjRrNE5Fa3dZal9fdnhPRTZMUTQ2TWhmWXp3OFJUdHFNWndUS2xfQQ&q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.noticeability.org
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Vidéos produites par : The Dyslexic 

Advantage  

Chaine YouTube DyslexicAdvantage  

  

What is Dyslexia? - Dyslexic Advantage 
One Minute Video  
https://youtu.be/ayoQNsZkCCo?si=U_RQuzgEv0snBeYd 

Get the Big Picture of Dyslexia and the Dyslexic Advantages… 

 

 

What You May Not Have Heard About 
Dyslexia – Dyslexic Advantage 
Témoignages de  : Jack Horner, John Muir Laws, Philip Schultz, Gerry 

Ritenberg, Tiffany Coletti Titolo 

Messages très encourageants pour les ados  

https://youtu.be/xyab_VSBCAk 

The Conference on Dyslexia and Talent was a landmark event that brought together from 

accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius award winner, 

Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the dyslexia 

community. The Conference on Dyslexia and Talent was a landmark event that brought 

together from accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius 

award winner, Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the 

dyslexia community. Join the movement at http://dyslexicadvantage.org 

 

https://www.youtube.com/c/DyslexicAdvantage
https://youtu.be/ayoQNsZkCCo?si=U_RQuzgEv0snBeYd
https://youtu.be/xyab_VSBCAk
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbGZiTFdURjdsVzFZRFVYYW5MQTgxTmNzZ0JaZ3xBQ3Jtc0tsbVZ5Q0pqWnFwSkd2THIxZmtDMzN4RE8xTnFaa0xETkRJdmhZS25YT19HRV9rUk9HRnlBUmpjSVRaQWFCUFNiNkRJYklESW1BNTVWMEJROXpXTFpWUTkySTdoamh0ckJWbFFzR2lQUzBLdXh4Q21Zbw&q=http%3A%2F%2Fdyslexicadvantage.org
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Dinosaur Hunter Jack Horner - Dyslexic 

Advantage 
https://youtu.be/l1rCXx6Rjyw 

Jack Horner is a Professor of Paleontologist at Montana State University and MacArthur 

Genius Fellow. He was the consulting paleontologist for Jurassic Park. The Conference on 

Dyslexia and Talent was a landmark event that brought together from accomplished 

dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius award winner, Pulitzer-prize 

winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the dyslexia community. Join the 

movement at http://dyslexicadvantage.com 

 

Naturalist and Artist Jack Laws - 

Dyslexic Advantage - 
https://youtu.be/cu7hS2nncrU 

Jack Laws is a naturalist, artist, and author books such as the Laws Field Guide to the Sierra 

Nevada.The Conference on Dyslexia and Talent was a landmark event that brought together 

from accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius award 

winner, Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the 

dyslexia community. 

 

Philip Schultz Pulitzer Prize Winning 

Poet  - Dyslexic Advantage 
https://youtu.be/LiRdtRGaLR0 

Philip Schultz is a Pultizer-Prize winning poet and founder of the Writer's Studio.The 

Conference on Dyslexia and Talent was a landmark event that brought together from 

accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius award winner, 

Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the dyslexia 

community.   

 

 Gerry Rittenberg, CEO Party City - 

Dyslexic Advantage 
https://youtu.be/gn2YHaA7IQI 

https://youtu.be/l1rCXx6Rjyw
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqa296dXBReGkyZE9XRVZRWldTeFZVWEI3MVBnZ3xBQ3Jtc0tsMjFxZlFocmhidDV1ZVVoS0s3a3lzR1ZPYk5GSmYtakFqTEFTLUNGdE9jTEJFR2s5MVdsc0Y5ZTBJNnBJRVhHMFVpRnV3aGJMdFNGVVlJa3B0dktRR0xvaTUtdDhXemYxeTl4VVZWa1hPMnBZZ2tzaw&q=http%3A%2F%2Fdyslexicadvantage.com
https://youtu.be/cu7hS2nncrU
https://youtu.be/LiRdtRGaLR0
https://youtu.be/gn2YHaA7IQI
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Dyslexia and Party City CEO Gerald Rittenberg The Conference on Dyslexia and Talent was a 

landmark event that brought together from accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, 

including a MacArthur Genius award winner, Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, 

doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the dyslexia community. 

  

Dyslexia - Different for a Reason - 
Dyslexic Advantage : Témoignages par : 

Scott Sandell, Marc Rowe, Mimi Koehl, 

Don Francis, John Lavine, Dave McComas 
https://youtu.be/A_PxjdOmjjc 

What is Dyslexia? What do MacArthur 'Genius' Mimi Koehl, Pioneering Surgeon Marc Rowe, 

Forbes Midas list Venture Capitalist Scott Sandell, AIDS Ebola Medical Pioneer Don Francis, 

Innovative Journalism Dean John Lavine, and NASA IBEX Space pioneer Dave McComas 

have in common? They are all dyslexic and almost lost to the education system when they 

were children. Where are the employers of the 21st century going to get the creative 

workforce that they need? These accomplished men and women did not succeed in spite of 

their dyslexia, they flourished because they think differently for a reason. 

 

MIT Professor Catherine Drennan on Her 
Dyslexia and Its Advantages - Dyslexic 
Advantage  
 

https://youtu.be/ennIWco_H3Y 

"Don't listen to what anyone tells you what you can or cannot do...there is no dyslexia ceiling. 

Doesn't exist unless you create it in your own mind." - MIT Professor of Chemistry and 

Biology Catherine Drennan, PhD. Dr Drennan also shares how she is able to read molecular 

spatial configurations like how she learned to read. The Conference was made possible by a 

generous grant from the Emily Hall Tremaine Foundation 

importance d’avoir un bon groupe d’appui. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/A_PxjdOmjjc
https://youtu.be/ennIWco_H3Y
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Matt Schneps – Astrophysicist - 
Dyslexic Advantage - 
https://youtu.be/lA2wgjhM9pw 

Dr. Matt Schneps of Harvard-Smithsonian shares his personal dyslexic story as well as 

research highlighting some of the visual talents associated with dyslexia at the Conference 

on Dyslexia and Talent in CT. The conference was a landmark event that brought together 

from accomplished dyslexics from diverse fields, including a MacArthur Genius award 

winner, Pulitzer-prize winning poet, CEOs, artists, doctors, lawyers, and leaders in the 

dyslexia community. 

 

 

Erin's Dyslexia Story - Business 
Development - Dyslexic Advantage  
https://youtu.be/Hk7Geaf5ibM 

Dyslexic Advantage Conference on Dyslexia and Innovation 2015 - Erin shares her dyslexia 

story from Special Ed to Harvard Business School, Business Development for a large 

multinational corporation, China, and more.  

 

 

 

The Dyslexia Advantage - Témoignages 

par : Richard Branson, Steven Spielberg, 

Whoopi Goldberg, Orlando Bloom, Henry 

Winkler, Jay Leno, Jamie Oliver, Daymond 

John, Eddie Izzard, Keven O’Leary, John 

Stein 
https://youtu.be/p7BEtmEqpJg 

Do you suffer from dyslexia? Don't let it hold you back - use it in your favor! Today we're 

going to learn how successful people refused to let dyslexia stop them from realizing their 

https://youtu.be/lA2wgjhM9pw
https://youtu.be/Hk7Geaf5ibM
https://youtu.be/p7BEtmEqpJg
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dreams, and instead they turned it into their superpower! Remember, there are #NoLimits to 

what you can achieve! 

 

Focusing On Strengths: Eva Katharina 
Herber at TEDxIEUniversityMadrid 
https://youtu.be/t9ED7t2VeJI 

Eva invites you to join a collective paradigm change that inspires us to stop fixing our 

weaknesses and start leveraging our personal strengths. 

 
i Vidéos qui démystifient la dyslexie et mettent l’accent sur les forces liées à la dyslexie. Vidéos à 
partager avec votre enfant et tous ceux qui transigeront avec eux. Ensemble, nous pouvons faire 
une différence ! 
ii Made By Dyslexia : We’re a global charity led by successful dyslexics. Our purpose is to help 
the world properly understand, value and support dyslexia. We believe in the game-changing 
power of dyslexic thinking. After all, everything from the light bulb to the iPhone was 
invented by dyslexic thinkers. In 2020 we launched “Connect The Spots”, a global training 
and advocacy programme to level the playing-field so every dyslexic child can achieve their 
potential. To achieve this we have one single minded mission: to train every teacher 
worldwide in the next five years to spot, support and empower every dyslexic child. 

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/nolimits

